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From the President’s Desk
Russell Floyd AWCF

Merry Christmas WCFA
Members!
It has definitely been a
trying year for us all, but we
are approaching the end, and
we can start to wonder about
what 2021 will have in store.
Although this year has been
quiet in terms of clinics and
competitions, John Dixon
was able to do a great job of
organizing a clinic and
contest on short notice at Mr. Ritchie’s place.
So because of John’s eﬀorts, and Iain's
hospitality we were able to have some
camaraderie at the end our season.
I was quite honoured to be asked to do a
presentation as a clinician. I’ll admit I was a bit
nervous to be speaking to my peers, they can
be one of the most intimidating audiences to
present to. On top of that, the plan I had for my
demo ended up changing a the last minute. I
had prepared to do several
demos of modern materials on
cadaver limbs. However, all fo
this changed when a horse with
chronic toe cracks walked in the
yard. My demo turned into a live
assessment and patching of the
toe cracks. The silver lining was
that James Findler- the man, the
myth, the legend-was scheduled
to do a demo on applying inserts
to make bar shoes. This horse
presented a perfect opportunity
for our presentations to be

combined, and we were able
to collaborate for our
demonstrations. As
intimidating as it can be to
work alongside one of the
greats, it was a learning
experience of a lifetime to
work with James, and follow
his lead. It also turned out to
be a valuable learning
experience for everyone.
James was cool, collected,
and a great presenter; his advice was “don’t
worry about making a plan, it’ll end up changing
anyways.” Our joint eﬀort resulted in not only a
great learning opportunity for us, but a horse
with a pretty nice shoeing job. I’d like to thank
John, and Iain on behalf of all of the attendees,
it was a great time.
We are organizing the logistics of our
AGM. We have not yet decided between
hosting a zoom meeting or delaying our
meeting until 2021. Please
stay tuned for updates
regarding that.
I wish everyone the
best this year, I hope you
all stay safe and healthy. I
look forward to seeing
everyone next year.
Russell Floyd AWCF
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From the Vice President’s Desk
Will Clinging CJF

Hello all,
Well what an interesting year we have had. This time last year we were
winding down after a great fall conference. The spring promised many contests and
clinics. The WCFA spring general meeting was planned to be held in Alberta to make
it more accessible for the WCFA membership east of BC. I guess I don’t need to
remind you that it was a very different spring and summer season than we are used
to.
Although many of us didn't have a normal year I would say that it was actually
a pretty good reminder that we are in an amazing industry. As an essential service I
don’t think that many of us lost much business due to Covid any many of us were
busier than ever.
I think what has affected us more is not knowing when things can resemble some
form of normal without masks, physical distancing and self isolation.
I did a demo on casting and glueing on shoes at the Lockdown Showdown At
Iain Ritchies this fall. It was a small and socially distanced event with Covid protocols
in place. There was a good cross section of farriers from the Island, the lower
Mainland and the Interior there. Even Steve Dixon was able to come out for the
afternoon. It was strange to see friends and colleagues and not know if it’s ok to
shake hands or how close you can stand to them when having a chat.
It’s hard to have any kind of event right now without the stress of Covid
lingering over the proceedings. This won’t last forever, and if we can last a few more
months in our self imposed exile from contests and clinics and certifications and visits
to the shop of a colleague we might be able to get back to it next summer. I have
included a few pictures of events from the past and I am looking forward to new
events in the future.
Will
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The Feral Horses of Sable Island
Martha Mellish DVM

Sable Island Horses live as feral
horses on the sandy soil that makes
up Sable Island National Park
Reserve. The island is located in
eastern Canada approximately 300
km off the coast of Nova Scotia. The
horses are protected by federal law
that prevents any human intervention,
including any hoof care. Some Sable
Island horses have been observed to
have long, overgrown hooves. To
investigate their hoof health, hooves
of deceased horses were x-rayed and
evaluated for signs of chronic
laminitis, which is inflammation of the
hoof also known as founder. Laminitis
is a chronic, painful condition for
horses that suffer from it, whether
domestic and feral. Few horses
showed evidence of laminitis, with
less than 10% of the hooves showing
signs of this condition. This is good
news for the welfare of the Sable
Island horses that only a very low
percentage of them have x-ray
evidence of laminitis.

The long hooves of a deceased Sable Island horse. Photo
credit Dave McRuer
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The Feral Horses of Sable Island
Martha Mellish DVM
Another significant finding included a
sole depth that is quite thin,
measuring on average less than 1
cm. A thin sole, which is easier to
bruise from rocks and rough terrain,
is seen in the Sable Island horses
and other feral horse populations
studied in Australia and New Zealand
that live on sandy soil. The thin sole
may be due to greater distribution of
the horse’s body weight on the sole,
rather than the wall of the hoof, from
the soft, sandy conditions they live
on. Another cause for the thin sole
may be less damping of concussive
forces are required for horses living
on sand when compared to those
living on rocky terrain, leading to less
thickness needed in the sole for
shock absorption. As the Sable Island
horses live on soft surfaces, the lack
of protection from a thin sole may not
cause them any discomfort
This study provided insight to
the role laminitis plays in the welfare
of Sable Island horses as well as the
hoof characteristics of feral horses
living on sandy soil.

Example of measurements
performed on radiographs from a
Sable Island horse.
A) Coronary band to extensor
process of the distal phalanx
B) Dorsal hoof wall depth
C) Hoof wall angle
D) Distal phalanx angle
E) Palmar angle
F) Length of coffin bone
G) Sole Depth
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Harvest Competition
Jessie Robinson CF

I would like to start off by saying
thank you to all who attended, volunteered
and sponsored to make this year’s
competition possible.
When planning for
the 2020 Harvest
competition I had
ambitions of an open
two-man shoeing and an
intermediate pairs
shoeing, putting the main
focus of the competition
as an exercise in fit. But
we all know how things
played out so the plans
where scrapped as the
event was cancelled.
However, around mid
August when restrictions
had lightened the Chipman Ag society
approached me with the possibility of
putting it back on.
I was fortunate to get down to a few
WCBs last year and match play was a
whole lotta fun, so I thought that direction
would logistically be the best to put together
in a short time, and still have it as an
exercise in fit. After a quick phone call to
two accomplished northern Alberta boys,
Kris and Greg, were on board and we had
our judges. Once entries opened the
interested in this year’s contested was
overwhelming. We had a full list in a week
and a few on the waiting list.

schedule. One of the highlights was the
semi final round in the Open. Jason faced
off against Krispian and Nick faced Chad,
just a little “master vs the apprentice” round.
Jason and Chad prevailed
and Mr.Lausen went on to
take the Open.
Our Novice competitors
did excellent. It seemed no
matter how they placed just
the fact they had completed
what was thought impossible
at the start of practicing for
the competition was very
rewarding. Kailey McIntosh
took the top spot with her
well forged and fit bar shoe
in the final round.
I look forward to putting on a
two-day event in 2021 with a winner take all
match play Friday and shoeing/specimen go
on Saturday still staying with the focus on
section and fit by building the shoes to a
foot/pattern. With any luck and a little work
there may be a few coke stations for all to
work out of. Enjoy what fall we have left
and hope to see everyone down the road!

Competition day went off without a
hitch. We had to run rounds staggered
Novice/Open with no delay to keep on
8
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Jonathan Green Clinic in Sunset Prairie
Rachel Vowles

Horseshoers and horse owners
of the Peace Region spent October 2 and 3rd
at Mile 0 Farrier Co.’s headquarters in
Sunset Prairie, B.C. soaking up all of
Jonathan Green, CJF’s knowledge under the
warm prairie sun.
Jonathan has been a farrier for over
30 years and is a Canadian Horseshoeing
Team Alumni. He shoes a wide variety of
disciplines as well as shows reining horses
throughout Canada and the USA. Jonathan
was awarded the highest practical score for
the American Farrier’s Association
Journeyman Exam in 2016 and we were so
grateful for him to take time out of his busy
schedule to fly here from Winnipeg,
Manitoba to educate us all on shoeing the
Western Performance Horse.
We had two action packed days of
horseshoeing education. On Friday, the
competitive horseshoeing team, Team Total
Equine Supplies put on a great show. The
coke forge was rumbling as they efficiently
got four shoes on Big Bob the draft horse,
completed a tool and fullered set on Speedy
the hunter horse and a traditional roadster
set on the Canadian draft cross, Maple.

his much larger pen mates. A great sign of
relief and a successful application!
Saturday brought us another day of
awesome weather and a great gathering of
18 people to learn more about shoeing the
Western Performance Horse. Jonathan
provided us with an awesome demonstration
on shoeing the reining horse as he handbuilt a slick pair of sliders for our demo
horse, Chic. He even took a few moments to
address some flat feet on her front end and
built and discussed the advantages of a
salad bowl shoe. Chic the reiner left as a
very well shod horse! We followed up the
reining horse with a discussion on shoeing
the barrel horse. Some great advice was
given and absorbed as Matt and Rachel,
from Mile 0 Farrier Co., applied what
Jonathan discussed to Fred, who was
turning and burning the next day at the local
slot race.

Jonathan took the time to hand build a
pair of heart bars for a local pony that has
been suffering from laminitis. The pony was
so grateful for Jonathan’s application that he
immediately took to laying down the law to
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Jonathan Green Clinic in Sunset Prairie
Rachel Vowles

The turn-out we had at this clinic is an
excellent example of the wonderful
camaraderie that needs to exist amongst
equine working professionals and horse
owners. Events such as this generate better
care for horses, and kudos to those of you
who attended! We had 13 working farriers
join us from all over Western Canada, and 5
local horse owners. Of these participants, 2
new people joined the Western Canadian
Farrier’s Association and 1 will be attending
farrier school in the new year eager to
provide educated hoof care to horse owners
in his local area. These numbers show the
great success and support to the equine
industry that events such as this can
generate in rural route areas.
Great events such as this cannot
happen without the support of local
sponsorship. We, at Mile 0 Farrier Company
would like to take the
opportunity to
graciously thank our
Sponsors. Thank
You to the Western
Canadian Farrier’s
Association for
continually
supporting the trade
of Farriery through
education. Without
the WCFA’s support
clinics like this would
not be nearly such a
success. Another

huge Thank You to Tyler Ward from BluBelle
Farm Services in Dawson Creek, B.C. His
financial contribution greatly helped us be
able to finance the weekend’s food and drink.
Thanks should not be forgotten to all the
horse owners who donated their horses as
demo horses, the folks that came out to help
hold horses, Marty from McKay Meats in
Taylor, B.C. who smoked us a beautiful beef
brisket for our Saturday night social,
everyone who participated and of course,
Jonathan for working hard all weekend long
to make sure every single one of us finished
the weekend as a better horseshoer then
when we arrived.
Please stay tuned to Mile 0 Farrier
Company’s Facebook page for future events!
We hope to see you all in the North learning
how to provide the best care to your equine’s
distal limb.
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Shoeing a Laterally Swept Foot
Ben Yager CJF

Many times, we roll up to a client’s
barn and the horse is waiting in the cross
ties, the stall, or is led in to us for shoeing
and we go right to work
without doing our due
diligence of observing the
horse move. I’ve always felt
that myself and many could
become more diligent in
viewing the horse we are
about to shoe in its dynamic
and static phases before
we start to work on it. We
shoe horses to move and
jump, but tend to not put
enough emphasis on the
standing around that the
horse does most of the
time. Viewing the horse
from the side and head on
when dealing with shoeing
the front feet is mandatory, I
feel. In many cases of
horses we have on the
books that may have lower limb deviation,
myself and apprentices will always try to
watch it both in real time and in slow motion
movement towards and away from us. For
viewing in slow motion, most farriers own a
cell phone with camera capabilities of slow
motion filming that will suffice.
I shoe a lot of older horses that have
come to me with soundness issues and a
swept hoof capsule. Many of these issues
stem from two key elements that I think
should not be compromised on.

These two most important criteria are easy to
maintain, if one does not become
complacent. And they are, AP balance and
medial lateral balance which I find
often get missed due to repetitive
nip trim rasp shoe etc. At time of
shoeing, balance should always
be considered as a critical
element. If this idea of balance is
not in the forefront of our thinking
as we shoe, then these correct
criteria for proper balance will
become compromised, as well as
the soundness of the horse.
Over the years I have
worked on and enjoy shoeing
many horses that have club foot
or club foot tendencies and often
I will be called in to try and
provide some remedial shoeing.
I’ve found several shoes
successful in remediating and
strengthening a club foot or a
foot swept laterally, those shoes
are a straight bar, sidebone, or spiral type
shoe. When I view what I call a swept foot I
often see lateral flaring or an extreme
stacked lateral heel coupled with an upright
vertical medial wall or even excessive rolled
under medial wall often with a dish in the
toe.
When I come upon a horse like this, I
will always view it walking a straight line
facing me to determine foot fall and loading,
and if I can I will film this in slow motion.
What I normally see is lateral
11
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Shoeing a Laterally Swept Foot
Ben Yager CJF

landing first, and striking hard lateral heel
rolling excessively over onto the medial
aspect slamming down, and jamming the
medial hairline up. I find often these types of
upright feet land toe
first due to not enough
caudal support or over
trimming of the heels,
hence the use of a
straight bar to aid in
providing a temporary
base under the long
axis until the foot can
return to optimal
function. Often the vet
diagnosis and
prescribed shoeing will
be: the inside is
crushing, loading first,
and that it should be
medially floated and
relieved. My line of
thought on this is a little different as I believe
these types of feet are rolling under medially
due to the excess foot laterally towing the
foot outward. In many cases the horse will
stand loading the medial in an attempt to
stand outside of centre to alleviate the
stresses applied to the capsule due to gross
height on the lateral.
My mentor once told me “if the topside is
broken, first fix the bottom.” I believe this to
be true for many of the horses presenting
compensatory lameness or altered stance

due to poor medial lateral and AP balance
on laterally swept feet.
My go to method often is to ease the
impact of the lateral landing and loading of
the medial wall. By easing
these concussive forces, it
helps migrate the capsule
base back across centre
medially to help ease or
prevent the collapse and
rolling under of the medial
wall, and assist in putting
the capsule base back
under the long axis. There
have been a few cases
where this method did not
produce a sound horse,
but upon further
investigation, it was
determined that these
select few had lateral
collateral ligament strain or
tear. In the attempt to reduce unnecessary
forces on a swept capsule by trimming the
lateral height away, it was determined that it
was the right move to balance the foot but
the wrong application as it was just adding
strain and aggravation by tensioning the
lateral collateral ligament. In a situation like
this I tend to go with a trim that allows for as
level of a foot fall as possible and then a
wide web laterally and narrow web shoe
medially to help float and slack the strained
ligament.
12
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Shoeing a Laterally Swept Foot
Ben Yager CJF

Often on a laterally swept foot I will
trim hard laterally and shoe with a sidebone
type application to roll and ease landing and
striking of the lateral aspect. On the medial
aspect if the wall is not too crushed or rolled
under, I will shoe with a slight running wedge
with a sloped heel so as to not crush the heel
further. I have found by covering with normal
block heel it can cause jamming up further as
it’s a larger wedge and not as subtle a strike
once medial heel hits the ground in the early
stages of the capsule being distorted
laterally. In extreme cases I will trim medial
distortion down hard to solid base to better
receive a shoe, to move my base back, and
in an attempt to find some straighter more
solid wall to nail into and set the shoe on. In
these situations I will
account for the extra
I have trimmed down
and bump my medial
running wedge or
shim up slightly
more, so I have a
little more height to
now bring the foot
back to level shoeing
with medial fit full to help swing the base back
across centre line where it is lacking and has
deviated from.
In some cases of laterally swept feet I
find a spiral type shoe or a whip across bar
shoe built in the same manner of a sidebone
or spiral type shoe really helps. I will forge
and weld these whip across type bars on top
of the medial heel so as to provide base and
have my running wedge underneath the bar

to make up for poor hoof that had to be
trimming down. This method also is helpful in
not loading and crushing the frog with the
bar.
My method of building the basic sidebone or
spiral shoe is normally built out of concave for
lightness. I always try to caliper my lateral
heel height before and after trim and try to
use that measurement to match up the
medial height from ground to hairline.
My process of building this shoe to help level
out foot fall and decrease distortion of the
capsule is done in a few basic moves.
I measure the perimeter after trim and
do my necessary math for stretch and add for
the bumped up medial and drawn down
lateral. If the foot is not too severe, the
stretch laterally normally
cancels what goes into the
medial bump. I then
determine what section I
want to use. I often chose a
thicker section to start as it’s
easy to knock down the
section on concave rather
than bump up. I then bump
and build my medial, usually
adding between 1/2 inch to a full inch or
more on bad cases for the medial running
wedge. I finish my medial heal and then find
centre. The next step is mark centre. I offset
to the lateral what I think I will be stretching in
my sidebone modification or spiral
application. A spiral application is more often
just flattened out rather than sideboned.
13
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Shoeing a Laterally Swept Foot
Ben Yager CJF

I then proceed to
fold the outer rim of the
concave in toward centre of
stock keeping stock as
vertical to centre as I don’t
want the back side rolling
off. This move is very
similar to making a half
round concave shoe. I
start at the heel of the shoe
where the section is weak
as I have yet to form a
closed heel on the
stock. With the heel or side of my flat side
hammer face I work back towards me and
fold the section in. Once folded in, I then go
to small overlapping blows at a hot heat and
flatten or sidebone the section up creating
and managing a flat foot
side on the shoe at all
times.
For these types of
shoes, I build in the straight
to keep an eye on my total
length as it is easy to
adjust at that stage rather
than turn, punch, and clip
only to find out it’s too big
or too small. Once I have
created my running wedge
and folded over and
created a side bone lateral
section, I then determine
centre again and
mark. This type of shoe twist as sections are
thicker than others, so be calculated about

your heats. At this stage I
turn my toe and medial
branch and punch nails
keeping in mind pitch and
depth. My next step is to
determine if I want to toe
clip, no clip, or 1/4 clips.
Many say only toe clip but I
have found I can use less
nails in these types of
distorted feet and have less
risk of hitting soft tissue that
may have distorted within
capsule. I also like the use of well-formed
and fit clips to help keep the shoe from
twisting or being pulled off down here in our
wet west coast footing. I have found my
preferred nail and clip setup is nail-clip-nail
on the medial aspect and nailclip-nail with possibly three nails
lateral. On some of these swept
feet it’s important to know
exactly where to place your clips
so as to not restrict capsular
correction and movement in the
right direction. I will often ad a
lateral clip by adding metal in the
form of a large nail head into an
extra nail hole punched right
where I want to produce a
masselote for a clip.
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Shoeing a Laterally Swept Foot
Ben Yager
By forming the clip this way, I leave strength
in my lateral branch and have smooth
continued ground surface without mining out
a large source in an already thinned section. I
will weld this nail in and form up to a
masselote before I turn my lateral branch. I
then turn my lateral branch and draw up clip
and finish nail holes. My spiral or sidebone
normally extends from lateral heel all the way
around the medial toe nail.
I will sometimes
have to use these shoes in
conjunction with a pad so
as to stabilize compromised
sole or weak capsule, this
also helps me be able to
medicate as many of these
types of feet carry thrush in
the clefts. It should be
noted that a pad can limit
effectiveness of the
modifications so it is a
calculated call sometimes.
Another method I
find most helpful is I tend to
come back halfway through
a cycle to trim balance back
into the hoof capsule and
arrest some of the lateral
height and medial distortion. I find this method
is very effective also coming mid shoeing
cycle to trim toe length on feet with low heel
long toe conformation.
Having shod these types of swept feet
with a shoe to address distortion within the
hoof capsule and long axis alignment, I
always try finish up the visit by again filming in
slow motion. Almost always, we can produce

an immediate improved stance but sometimes
it take a little for the horse to adjust and
become more comfortable barring any other
gross pathology, upper body, or limb issue
that may be undetected. My only goal with
this style of shoeing is to strengthen the hoof
capsule and if after a shoeing or possibly two
cycles I don’t see improvement I will
absolutely change up the package or shoe
being applied. I
maintain that it is very
important to
understand that when
applying a shoe like
this that it is a manmade idea, and that
the horse has the final
say. We should do our
due diligence to
contemplate, assess,
film, and record criteria
that will keep our job
on the horse improving
its capsule strength
and correction.
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2020 Reflections
Todd Bailey CJF

2020 has definitely been a different year to say the least!
Last year, I attended a competition and clinic in all four western provinces. This year, I
pretty much stuck close to home. Getting out and attending clinics and competitions offers the
opportunity to learn from your peers which is a whole lot more fulfilling than trying to learn sitting
in front of a computer screen (although, at times, it does have its advantages!)
We have a lot of very talented, knowledgeable individuals in the WCFA. Hopefully next
year things will start to get back to ‘normal’ and we can take more advantage of the skills they are
always willing to share and pass on.
Despite the pandemic, there were still a few competitions/clinics that were able to go ahead
this year. This was great for those able to attend and a huge hats off to the organizers that were
able to put them on. I find sometimes for myself, competitions seem to be an exercise in
humiliation! That said, I can most certainly say that I have always come away from every
competition, clinic or certification learning new things that have helped me in my trade and
ultimately helped me to help out the horse.
Here in Saskatchewan, we had a few forging/shoe building days in the Saskatoon and
Regina areas. Thanks to Norm Kohle, Cordell Bender and myself for hosting. Thanks also to
Tonita Farrier Supply, Cowtown (Saskatoon), Norm, Cordell, Gerd Martin, and myself for donating
prizes for some impromptu shoe building classes. It is always great to get together with like
minded individuals.
Happy Holidays and Stay Healthy! Todd Bailey CJF
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Is Your Horse a Pleasure or Pain?
Will Clinging CJF

Most people that own or lease a horse
do so because of the enjoyment they get from
their horse, however there are many of us that do
not enjoy our horses as much as we could. Do
our horses enjoy us as much as they should?
Horse personalities are as different as those of
horse people. We all have our issues, some good
and some not so good. Unlike ”horse people”,
horses are unable to express their opinions on
how they are handled, ridden, fed, etc. Our
horses put up with our quirks as we put up with
theirs. Over time, our riding and handling habits
become the norm for our horses and our horses;
habits become accepted normal behaviour for us.
What happens when our habits are
confusing to the horse, or we are not consistent
in how we handle them? What may have started,
as a personality quirk can quickly become a
problem? Once we have a problem, what do we
do? Some problems are not that serious so we
just put up with it and eventually accept it as
normal. Problems that are more serious we might
fight with for a while, realize it is getting worse
and then ignore it and hope it will go away. We
adjust how we work with the horse so they do not
have to deal with what is causing the poor
behaviour in the first place.
In my experience, problem horses have
been taught to become problem horses by us,
their handlers. Not on purpose but through bad
advice, poor handling, inconsistency, ignorance,
and unwillingness to try a different approach.
Behavior problems are usually only a symptom of
something deeper that causes the horse to
exhibit potentially dangerous behaviour. They will
not go away unless we deal with what is the root

of the problem. For example, a horse that kicks
when I try to pick up his feet may not be worried
about his feet being touched. He may be worried
that he can not run from danger if his feet are
restrained. That horse is willing to defend himself
to ensure his survival. This is a trust problem not
a foot problem. If I spend the time to earn the
horses respect, I can gain the trust it takes for
him not to defend himself. The solution to most
problems is the same.
Horses are extremely sensitive animals
and as such inconsistent handling easily
confuses them. Timing and presentation are
important factors when we work our horses. If my
timing is poor, I may be rewarding the wrong
thing and if my presentation is not smooth and
confident, the horse will not be smooth and
confident.
When I am trying to put a saddle pad on
a horse, I want him to be standing quietly. If he
moved while I was lifting the pad towards him and
I take the pad away and stop trying to put it on
him I have rewarded him for moving. If I hold the
pad up and wait until he stops moving before I
take the pad away then I am rewarding him for
standing still. I need to be aware of my timing so I
do not teach him to move away when I want to
saddle him. This is how poor, behaviour starts. If I
do not correct my mistake, my horse will not get
better to saddle. This is only one example of how
bad habits are taught to horses.
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Is Your Horse a Pleasure or Pain?
Will Clinging CJF
I have yet to come across a horse that
did not have some sort of a problem. Some
problems are extremely dangerous while others
are only mildly annoying. Are your horse’s
problems worth dealing with? Has the horse you
bought for fun become a pain? Problems are not
as difficult to deal with as they may appear. The
toughest part of problem solving is admitting
there is a problem to solve. When the time
comes to deal with a behaviour issue most of us
should get some help. This is because we are
possibly the cause of the problem. I do not
suggest you send your horse out to be fixed.
Rather have a trainer deal with the problem and
then teach you how to continue dealing with it. If
a professional trainer works with your horse, they
will probably handle him differently than you
would. You must be willing to change how you do
things or the problem could come back. There
are no such things as quick fixes so be prepared
to work on it for an extended length of time. It
could be weeks or months before bad behaviour
is replaced with a good habit. The more
established the bad habit is the longer it will take
to stop.
You might find that once you change
your attitude towards a problem and start to
address it your horse will resist you even more.
Remember that it is always darkest before the
dawn. Do not give up and in no time your horse
will again be a pleasure.
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Proposed Changes to WCFA Bylaws

The Executive of the WCFA is proposing a change to the Constitution and Bylaws.
The amendment would allow for the creation of Standing (permanent) committees
and ad hoc (Temporary) committees.
The creation of formal committees will give the WCFA oversight of all committees
through regular communication between committee chairs and the WCFA
Executive.
The committee chair for standing committees would be appointed by the current
executive for a 2 year term and introduced at the AGM.
A standing committee for the Fall conference will be created and the chairperson
for the committee will be announced at our upcoming AGM. This Committee would
oversee the overall organization of the Fall Conference, Including the Fall
conference farrier competition, the fall conference trade show and sponsorship.
Other amendments include a change of the term for the elected executive that
was voted on and approved at the 2019 AGM and will take effect at the 2020
AGM.
Terms will change from 1 year to 2 years with half the executive elected every
year.
All executive positions are up for election at the 2020 AGM.
Only the Vice President and the Secretary positions will be up for election at the
2021 AGM.
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